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Temperature dependence of fluid transport in nanopores
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Understanding the temperature-dependent nanofluidic transport behavior is critical for developing
thermomechanical nanodevices. By using non-equilibrium molecular dynamics simulations, the thermally responsive transport resistance of liquids in model carbon nanotubes is explored as a function
of the nanopore size, the transport rate, and the liquid properties. Both the effective shear stress and
the nominal viscosity decrease with the increase of temperature, and the temperature effect is coupled
with other non-thermal factors. The molecular-level mechanisms are revealed through the study of
the radial density profile and hydrogen bonding of confined liquid molecules. The findings are verified qualitatively with an experiment on nanoporous carbon. © 2012 American Institute of Physics.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4712034]
INTRODUCTION

When liquid molecules are confined in a nanoenvironment, owing to the unique interaction characteristics with the
nanopore wall, the nanofluidic behaviors often cannot be directly described by conventional continuum fluid mechanics
theories.1–3 Among these unique phenomena, the transport
behavior has attracted significant interest,4–7 which may facilitate the development of nanodevices with high efficiency. For
water flow through carbon nanotubes (CNTs), using molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, Hummer et al.8 discovered
the ultra-fast transport of water through small CNTs. Majumder et al.9 fabricated an array of aligned CNTs with diameter of 6.0 nm, and confirmed that the transport rate was
up to 4–5 orders of magnitude higher than that predicted from
conventional fluid-flow theory. Similar findings were reported
by Holt et al.10 for CNTs with diameter less than 2.0 nm. Recent MD simulations also confirmed that the water molecule
transport behavior in CNT is strongly size dependent and rate
dependent.11
The enhanced transport rate in nanopores may be attributed to the atomic smoothness of nanopores and their hydrophobicity. The former leads to a small friction12–14 and
the later induces a depletion region8, 9, 13 at the liquid-solid
interface. Joseph and Aluru15 examined both the effects by
studying water transport through a CNT of diameter 1.6 nm,
and showed that the hydrophobic interaction between water
molecules and nanopore wall has more enhancement on the
transport rate in comparison to the wall smoothness. Several
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strategies of adjusting the hydrophobicity have been put forward, such as applying electric fields16–18 or employing electrolyte liquids.19, 20 It is well known that the viscosity of water
decreases at elevated temperature,21, 22 and the hydrophobicity at the nanoscale also depends on temperature23 (which has
been used to pump nanofluids24–26 ). To the authors’ knowledge, however, the temperature-dependent transport behavior
of nanofluids still remains unexplored.
Since the confined nanofluidic transport is a typical nonequilibrium process,27, 28 in the present study, we employ
the non-equilibrium molecular dynamics (NEMD) (Refs. 11,
20, and 27) simulations and experiments to investigate the
temperature-dependent characteristics of nanofluidic transport. For a reference system of water transport in a model
CNT, the thermal dependence of the effective shear stress and
nominal viscosity are explored as the CNT size and flow velocity are varied. The thermal effect of electrolyte liquid transport is also studied and the behaviors are compared with that
of pure water. The underlying molecular mechanism is elucidated by the temperature dependence of radial density distribution and hydrogen bonding. A parallel experiment on a
nanoporous carbon/water system is carried out to qualitatively
verify the NEMD simulation findings.

COMPUTATIONAL MODEL
Simulation model and force field

A segment of CNT is employed to model a smooth
nanopore structure (Figure 1). The axial length of the CNT,
L, is chosen to be 8R, where R is the radius of the CNT. The
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TABLE I. The 12-6 L-J potential parameters used in the MD
simulation.32, 33
Atom/ion
C
H
O
Na+
K+
Cl−

ε (kcal/Å)

σ (Å)

q(e)

0.29622
0
0.6502
0.4184
0.4184
0.4184

3.215
0
3.166
2.586
3.334
4.404

0
+0.4238
− 0.8476
+1
+1
−1

diameter between 0.81 and 2.71 nm) under the pressure
of 1 atm.39, 40
FIG. 1. The average axial velocity distribution (in the radial direction) of
water molecules inside a (20,20) CNT at 300 K. The diameter of the (20,20)
CNT is 2.71 nm.

density of water molecules inside the occupied volume of
CNT is set to be close to that of bulk water, ρ o = 998.0 kg/m3 ,
at 300 K and 1 atm. Periodical boundary condition is imposed
in the axial direction of the computational cell so as to mimic
an infinite long pore and minimizing the entrance and exit
effects on the transport behavior.12, 20, 28 The periodic length
of 8R has been verified to be long enough for robust data
collection.
The simulation is performed using large-scale
atomic/molecular massively parallel simulator (LAMMPS).29
Since the effect of CNT flexibility is relatively small,30 in the
present study the nanopore wall is assumed rigid. The water
molecules are modeled by the extended simple point charge
potential,31 and constrained by the SHAKE algorithm. The
12-6 pairwise Lennard-Jones (L-J) potential and Coulomb
interaction, U(rij ) = 4εij [(σ ij /r)12 − (σ ij /r)6 ] + qi qj /(4π ε0 r),
are used to model the water-water interaction and carbonwater interaction, where r denotes the distance between atoms
i and j, εij and σij are the energy and length parameters for
a i-j pair atom, respectively, qi and qj are the electric charge
counterpart, and ε0 is the permittivity of vacuum. When other
electrolyte solutions are employed, this governing potential
equation is also used to describe the interaction between
ions and atoms. The cross interactions are obtained by using
√
the Lorentz-Berthelot mixing rules, εij = εii εjj , and σ ij
= (σ ii + σ jj )/2. The relevant L-J parameters are taken from
Refs. 32 and 33 and listed in Table I. These parameters have
been confirmed to reproduce the experimental information
such as contact angle of water droplet on a graphite surface34
and the binding energies of ion-water interactions.33 All L-J
interactions are truncated at a cut-off distance of 1.0 nm to
calculate the short-range van der Waals forces,35 and the
particle-particle particle-mesh solver with a root mean-square
accuracy of 10−4 is applied to account for the truncation
of the long-range electrostatic force.36 In the present study,
the temperature varies between 300 and 360 K, and within
such a moderate range, it is generally assumed that the
force field parameters can be kept the same throughout
simulation.37, 38 Besides, within this temperature range, there
is no phase transition for the employed CNTs (with the

Simulation implementation and procedure

Several methods have been developed to simulate
nanofluidic behaviors using NEMD techniques, such as
gravity-driven flow,12, 15, 41 dual control volume grand canonical molecular dynamics,42 and fluidized piston-driven flow,43
among others. The gravity-driven flow is particularly attractive because of its computational simplicity, and it also allows
us to focus on the properties of the fluid. In this approach, a
homogeneous stable flow is generated by applying an analog
of gravity force to each molecule in the flow direction. When
a steady flow with a desired flow rate is reached, in order to
better measure the flow resistance (in comparison with the
thermal noise), the applied gravity force is removed to allow
the molecules to flow and decelerate freely.
The simulation procedure consists of two steps: In the
first step, after initialization at a desired temperature, the NVT
ensemble is employed for 0.1 ns to equilibrate the system, and
then a constant gravity acceleration is applied on each water
molecule along the axial direction of the CNT so as to initiate a uniform flow inside the nanotube. During this stage,
the temperature is maintained by using a Nose/Hoover thermostat with a time constant of 0.2 ps, and it is only applied
to the liquid phase since the CNT is assumed to be rigid. To
avoid artificial heating caused by the imposed axial displacements, the mean axial velocity of the liquid mass center is
subtracted from the axial component of the velocity of each
liquid molecule during the calculation of temperature. After
a desired transport velocity, v̄, is reached, in the second step,
the applied acceleration is removed and the molecules are allowed to flow freely and only subjected to the transport “friction” resistance from carbon wall. Afterwards, the NVE ensemble is employed to monitor the velocity and deduce fluidic
characteristics (see below).
SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Fundamental transport behaviors upon
different temperatures

We first examine the velocity profile of water molecules
inside the CNT. For a representative (20,20) CNT/water system, the average axial velocity of water molecules across the
CNT section (at the temperature of T = 300 K) is plotted in
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Figure 1. The overall velocity profile is plug like, featuring almost uniform velocity except the reduction near the pore wall,
consistent with the literature.11, 43
After a desired v̄ is reached, the liquid molecules are allowed to freely decelerate. The average flow rate is recorded
to identify an initial linear decelerating window (about 0.1
ns), during which its magnitude drops by a small percentage;
at the same time, the system temperature is closely monitored
to make sure that there is no sudden rise in system temperature. Upon the deduction of the average deceleration, ā, the
effective shear stress at
can be dethe liquid-solid interface 
fined as τ |r=R = τ = mi ā/(2π R  L),11 where mi is the
total mass of all water molecules inside the tube, and R is the
accessible radius of liquid molecules occupied in the tube.20
As an “overall” measure of the transport resistance of nanofluidic flow, the direction of τ is opposite to the axial flow direction. During the computation of ā, the system temperature is
closely monitored to make sure that there is no sudden rise in
system temperature.
In a nanofluidic system, the most dominate characteristic is the interaction between solid wall and liquid
molecules immediately near it, and the conventional Newton’s
law of viscosity may be invalid for highly inhomogeneous
nanofluid.28, 44 The effective shear stress τ , whose majority
is exerted by the carbon wall to water molecules, is perhaps a
more reliable measure of the transport resistance.11, 20 Based
on the obtained the shear stress τ , we further define a nominal viscosity, η̃ = τ R/(4v̄),11, 45 a quantity that has the same
dimension as conventional viscosity. It is largely based on
the solid-liquid interaction and reflects the “easiness” of water transporting through a nanochannel. Although the present
nominal viscosity is different from the conventional bulk liquid viscosity, it is still useful for revealing the size, rate,
and temperature effects of nanofluids.11, 20 In what follows,
these two parameters (τ and η̃) are employed to study the
temperature-dependent transport behavior, and the primary
focus is given to τ .
At v̄ = 100 m/s, the effective shear stress τ and nominal
viscosity η̃ for water molecules transporting in a (20,20) CNT
are obtained at different temperatures, shown as solid square
curves in Figure 2, and both of them decrease with the increase of T. The error bar arises from the small uncertainty of
determining the deceleration. When Figure 2 is repotted in a
semi-log coordinate system (not shown here), it can be verified that η̃ varies as exp (1/T), a characteristic that is somewhat
similar to the viscosity of bulk water,21, 22 although it is reminded that the nominal η̃ for nanofluidic transport is largely
caused by the liquid-solid wall interaction, yet the viscosity
of bulk fluid is dominated by the interaction among liquid
molecules.
In addition, the pore size effect is coupled with the temperature effect. By studying three other CNTs with chirality
(16, 16), (10, 10), and (6, 6) (whose diameters are 2.17, 1.36,
and 0.81 nm, respectively), it is found that the values of τ
and η̃ in smaller tubes are lower than their counterparts in
larger tubes. That is, smaller CNTs may benefit higher water flow rate, consistent with Refs. 8 and 10. More importantly, in a smaller tube, as the temperature increases, there
is a faster decreasing trend of τ and η̃ (than that in a larger
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FIG. 2. Effect of temperature on the (a) effective shear stress and (b) nominal
viscosity for different CNT sizes at the transport rate of 100 m/s.

tube), indicating that the transport resistance is more sensitive to temperature variation in a smaller tube. This phenomenon is consistent with the increasing role of liquid-solid
interaction on nanofluidic transport with the decrease of CNT
size.11, 46
The influence of transport rate is also coupled with the
thermal effect. In Figure 3, a (20,20) CNT and a (6,6) CNT
are chosen as representatives of a large and small tube, respectively, and v̄ varies as 100 m/s, 150 m/s, and 200 m/s.
In general, the transport resistance increases with the increase
of v̄, while the nominal viscosity, η̃, decreases with the increase of flow rate. At a higher transport rate, since there is
no sufficient time for the molecules to fully adjust their positions to minimize the system energy, the overall van der
Waals repulsion is more prominent, leading to a higher shear
stress.11 Again, if the CNT diameter is smaller, the temperature sensitivity of the effective shear stress and nominal viscosity is more prominent, which may benefit relevant
applications in the design of thermomechanical nanofluidic
devices.
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FIG. 3. Effect of temperature on the effective shear stress (solid curves)
and nominal viscosity (dash curves) on (a) (20,20) CNT/water system and
(b) (6,6) CNT/water system at different transport rates.

Molecular mechanism of temperature effect coupling
with size and transport rate effects

Nanofluidic transport behavior is underpinned by the
liquid-solid wall interaction. In essence, the transport behavior reflects the non-bond force imposed by the solid wall on
liquid molecules, and a stronger van der Waals’ constraint will
lead to a larger effective shear stress. The radial density profile and hydrogen bonding may help to reveal the configuration and structural distribution of confined water molecules
inside a CNT. Both of them are employed to reveal molecular
mechanism of the temperature-dependent transport behavior
coupling with pore size effect and transport rate effect, and
explored below.
Figures 4(a) and 4(b) give the effect of temperature on the
radial density profile in (20, 20) CNT and (10,10) CNT/water
systems at the transport rate of 100 m/s, respectively. The
fluctuations indicate the annular layered structures of water molecules inside CNTs.11, 47 The maximum density near
the wall is usually referred as the first solvation shell (FSS),
whose spacing to the wall is the equilibrium distance. With
the increase of temperature, both the amplitude of FSS and
equilibrium distance decrease, which imply a weaker solid
wall-water interaction. Moreover, under such a circumstance,
the radial confinement effect imposed on the water molecules
is less severe, and thus the axial component of the velocity of water molecules is relatively more prominent, lead-

FIG. 4. Normalized radial density profile, ρ/ρ 0 (solid curves), and the
number of hydrogen bond per water molecule, NHB (dash curves), in the
(a) (20,20) CNT/water system and (b) (6,6) CNT/water system at different
temperatures, all at the same transport rate of 100 m/s; and (c) (20,20) CNT/
water system at different transport rates and the same temperature of 300 K.

ing to smaller transport resistance and effective shear stress.
When the diameter of CNT decreases (Figure 4(b)), the effect of temperature on the variations of both the FSS amplitude and the equilibrium distance becomes more prominent,
which qualitatively echoes with the coupling between size effect and temperature effect (i.e., the transport resistance in
smaller tubes is more thermally responsive).
Figure 4 gives the variation of the number of the averaged hydrogen bond per water molecule, NHB , which is
calculated by dividing the total number of hydrogen bonds
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by the total number of water molecules in each annual layer
along the radial direction. The calculation of NHB is based
on geometry,48 where two water molecules are assumed to
be hydrogen-bonded only if (a) the oxygen-oxygen distance
is smaller than 3.5 Å and simultaneously (b) the bond angle
between the oxygen-oxygen direction and one of the oxygenhydrogen directions is less than 30◦ . From Figure 4, NHB arrives maximum at the center of CNT, close to that calculated
for bulk water (3.78), and decreases away from the center.
Overall, at a higher temperature, or higher transport velocity,
the value of NHB is smaller, which leads to a lower transport
resistance, consistent with simulations. The drop of NHB near
the water-CNT interface indicates the local depletion of hydrogen bond and a weakened water network structure near
the solid wall, consistent with previous studies.8, 15, 49 In addition, a larger CNT shows a more significant drop of NHB near
the water-CNT interface, leading to larger transport resistance
and larger effective shear stress, which also agree with above
simulations.
Water transport vs. electrolyte solution transport

The preceding study on the water/CNT system shows that
the effective shear stress and nominal viscosity depend primarily on the solid-liquid interfacial interaction. When the
liquid phase changes, the transport behavior is expected to
vary,7, 20, 50, 51 and in this section, we focus on the thermal effect of electrolyte transport in CNT. The NaCl and KCl solutions are chosen as substitutes of the water liquid phase,
whose concentration is maintained at 2.0 mol/l. Following the
same simulation procedure above, taking a (20,20) CNT and
a (6,6) CNT as representatives of a large and small pore, respectively, the variations of the effective shear stress and nominal viscosity with temperature (at v̄ = 100 m/s) are given
in Figures 5(a) and 5(b), respectively. Both of them decrease
with the increase of temperature, similar with those of water/CNT system, but are larger in respective amplitudes. Besides, they also show intriguing ion size dependence: a larger
ionic size (K+ > Na+ ) leads to a higher effective shear stress
and nominal viscosity because of a stronger interaction between a larger ion, water, and CNT. With the decrease of CNT
size (Figure 5(b)), the deviation of the effective shear stress
between electrolyte solution and pure water system increases.
The corresponding radial density profile of water
molecules and NHB is plotted in Figure 5(c). Both the amplitude of FSS and the equilibrium distance are larger in the system with electrolyte solution (compare with that of pure water
phase). When electrolyte solutions are employed, owing to the
electrostatic interaction of ions with water molecules, the water molecules tend to become more cohesive (which can also
be validated from the increase of NHB in the CNT/electrolyte
solution system), leading to the increase of amplitude of FSS
and equilibrium distance, with more prominent radial confinement effect, and thus a higher effective shear stress.
COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL DATA

A pressure-induced infiltration (PII) experiment was carried out on a nanoporous carbon, and its data are qualitatively

FIG. 5. Temperature-dependent transport behavior in CNT/electrolyte solution system. Effect of temperature on the effective shear stress (solid curves)
and nominal viscosity (dash curves) in (a) (20,20) CNT/electrolyte solution
system, (b) (6,6) CNT/electrolyte solution system, (c) the normalized radial
density profile, ρ/ρ 0 (solid curves), and the number of hydrogen bond per
molecule, NHB (dash curves), at 300 K. The transport velocity is 100 m/s.

compared with the above NEMD simulation results. The material under investigation was Cabot BP-2000 nanoporous carbon, with the smallest nanopore radius of about 1.0 nm and
the largest nanopores around 100 nm. Through a BrunauerEmmett-Teller (BET) analysis, it was measured that the specific nanopore surface area was 1400 m2 /g. The as-received
material was in powder form, with the particle size of about
50 μm. For the nanoporous carbon materials, the inner surface of nanopores was hydrophilic as received. If the untreated nanoporous carbon was immersed into the liquid
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FIG. 6. Schematic of experimental setup. Due to the non-wetting of liquid
phase to nanopore carbon, the liquid will not intrude into nanopores. As the
external pressure, P, increases, the solid-liquid interfacial capillary force is
overcome and the liquid starts to infiltrate into nanopore, leading to the decrease of system volume. The continuous transport of liquid inside nanopore
can be employed to study the interfacial property between the solid wall and
liquid phase.

phase (deionized water), the water molecules would spontaneously enter the nanopores, which makes it extremely difficult to deduce the nominal viscosity. Therefore, prior to the
PII experiment, the nanoporous carbon was treated by silyl
groups to modify the properties of the inner pore surfaces and
achieve hydrophobicity, the details of which has been given
elsewhere.45
In a stainless steel cylinder, 0.3 g of the surface modified
nanoporous carbon and 5.5 g of deionized water were sealed
by two stainless steel pistons. The pistons were equipped by
reinforced o-rings. The schematic of the experimental setup is
shown in Figure 6. The cross-sectional area of the piston was
Ap = 286 mm2 . The temperature of the testing cell was kept at
293 K, 308 K, 328 K, or 348 K by using an Aldrich DigiTrol
II Z28 water bath.
By using a type 5580 Instron machine, the upper piston was continuously intruded into the cylinder at a constant
rate and an external pressure was applied on the water liquid phase. The piston displacement rate, vp , was 5 mm/min.
The PII process starts from the largest nanopores, and as the
pressure increased, more and more smaller nanopores were
involved in the liquid infiltration. Eventually, as the liquid infiltration volume reached the nanopore volume, the
system became nearly incompressible. The Instron machine
measured continuously the piston pressure and the piston
displacement (dp ).
The liquid infiltration volume can be assessed as dp Ap .
The nominal flux in a nanopore with a radius of R can
be estimated as Q = v p Ap /Np , where Np is the nanopore
number density. The value of Np can be obtained through
f Vpore /(π R 2 ξ ), where Vpore is the specific nanopore volume,
ξ is the effective liquid infiltration depth, and f is the BET
analysis result of the probability density of pore volume distribution. According to the equation η̃ = τ R/(4v̄), the nominal viscosity can be estimated as η̃ = π P R 4 /(8QL), where
L is assumed half of the nanoporous particle size. P is the
pressure acting on the infiltrating water liquid phase and can
be measured from the sorption isotherm curve at corresponding temperature and loading rate following the analysis proce-
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FIG. 7. Calculations of the nominal viscosity with temperature and pore size
from a pressure-induced infiltration (PII) experiment on a nanoporous carbon/deionized water system.

dure discussed in Refs. 11 and 52. The calculated results are
plotted in Figure 7. It is seen that the nominal viscosity decreases with the increase of temperature. Besides, the smaller
nanopore radius is, the lower viscosity is, which agrees qualitatively with the results of NEMD simulations (despite the
different working conditions in experiment and simulation).
Note that there are several factors making it prohibitively
difficult for quantitative matching between simulation and
experiment: (1) the nanoporous carbon used in experiment
has some variations in its pore size; (2) the pore network in
nanoporous carbon is quite complicated; (3) the porous carbon surface is modified by silyl groups, which makes it difficult to analyze or reproduce the exact surface structure in simulation; and (4) the loading rate in experiment cannot be very
high yet the simulation in MD cannot be very slow. The MD
simulation in the present paper is focused on an “idealized”
nanofluidic model so as to reveal some intrinsic trends and
molecular mechanisms. Nevertheless, the qualitative matching trends shown in Figures 2 (simulation) and 7 (experiment) have demonstrated the feasibility of the current numerical approach and experimental setup in the present preliminary study. We envision that the qualitative trends reported
in this paper are applicable to all nanoporous materials. More
quantitative coordination between simulation and experiment
will be reported in the future, including the effect of surface
group in experiment and modeling more complicated surface
functional group structure.
CONCLUDING REMARKS

The temperature-dependent transport behaviors of water
molecules inside CNTs are studied by using non-equilibrium
molecular dynamics simulations. Both the effective shear
stress and nominal viscosity decrease with the increase of
temperature, owing to the relatively less severe confinement
effect. The thermal effect is coupled with the tube size and
transport rate effects, where in smaller tubes or at higher flow
rates, the transport resistance is more temperature sensitive.
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Moreover, with the addition of ions, the shear stress of electrolyte transport is higher (compare with that of pure water)
owing to the more prominent liquid-solid wall interaction.
The findings are qualitatively verified by a pressure-induced
infiltration experiment on a nanoporous carbon/water system.
The thermally dependent nanofluidic transport behaviors may provide insights for designing temperature controlled nanodevices. For example, a low transport resistance
can be beneficial for nanoconductors, whereas a high shear
stress can be employed for high-performance energy dissipation nanomaterials,53 whose energy density can be controlled
through temperature. Besides, the system performance can be
further optimized by take into account the pore size effect,
transport rate effect, variation of the liquid phase, or surface
modification. Since the transport behavior changes when ions
are added to the liquid phase, the study may also shed some
light on separating molecules or ions.
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